It has been shown recently that small-amplitude, long-wavelength, fast mode waves can accelerate a large number of electrons from the ambient thermal distribution to relativistic energies on subsecond timescales and can thereby account for the general properties of electron acceleration in impulsive solar Ñare energy release fragments. This prior study employed quasi-linear theory as well as the assumption that ancillary pitch-angle scattering kept the electron distribution isotropic. In light of the high efficiency of the resulting stochastic acceleration process, we question the necessity of pitch-angle scattering in the model and the validity of quasi-linear theory in describing the wave-particle interaction. We Ðnd that quasi-linear theory does predict accurately the behavior of electrons, even when the turbulence has an energy density about equal to the ambient magnetic Ðeld energy density, and that pitch-angle scattering is a necessary condition for acceleration. We also discuss the more general issue of modeling continuous wave spectra by discrete ones for use in test particle simulations.
INTRODUCTION
During impulsive solar Ñares, large numbers of electrons are rapidly accelerated (probably in the lower corona) to relativistic energies for tens to hundreds of seconds. Some of these electrons propagate downward to the solar chromosphere and produce the hard X-ray keV) bremsstrah-(Z20 lung emission that is probably the most deÐning characteristic of such Ñares (see, e.g., & Dennis 1985 ; Lin Schwartz The energy content in electrons with energy 1987). greater than 20 keV typically exceeds 1031 ergs in a large Ñare, which corresponds to the annihilation of B500 G of magnetic Ðeld over a volume of 1027 cm3. Understanding the process(es) responsible for this acceleration (see review by et al. is of fundamental importance in highMiller 1997) energy solar physics.
Stochastic acceleration by plasma turbulence consisting of one or more plasma wave species (see, e.g., & Miller Ramaty & Miller & Pet-1987 ; Steinacker 1992 ; Hamilton rosian is often suggested as the acceleration mecha-1992) nism and has yielded relatively successful models. However, a common objection to previous work is that it has employed high-frequency waves such as whistlers, lower hybrid waves, or electron plasma waves. While these waves are quite efficient at accelerating electrons (Melrose 1980, chap. 8) , their generation is problematic, since the typical way in which they are excited is through a resonant velocity-space instability that requires the preexistence of the same energetic electrons that one is trying to produce (see Nonresonant instabilities may also generGary 1993). ate the required waves, but they still require speciÐc anisotropic particle distributions.
This "" chicken-and-egg ÏÏ problem can be avoided by beginning with a wave species that is generated independent of the energetic particles. Attractive candidates are the MHD modes. These waves can be produced by either largescale restructuring of the magnetic Ðeld, which presumably occurs during the Ñare energy release phase, or by a shear in the plasma bulk velocity et al. which would (Roberts 1992), likely be found in regions of reconnection-driven plasma outÑows (see, e.g., & Moore LaRosa 1993 ; Forbes 1996) . The issue is now whether these waves can accelerate electrons from thermal energies.
Initial research into stochastic electron acceleration by MHD waves has yielded contradictory conclusions (e.g., contrast in the negative, to Achterberg Eichler 1979 Eichler , 1979 , but it has recently become evident through many 1981), additional studies that electron acceleration will indeed occur for both large-amplitude & Lemons (Gisler 1990 ; Moore, & Shore et al. Gisler 1992 ; LaRosa, 1994 ; LaRosa and small-amplitude LaRosa, & Moore 1996) (Miller, 1996 ; hereafter MLM) waves. The speciÐc MHD mode that yields electron acceleration is the fast mode, propagating obliquely with respect to the ambient magnetic Ðeld, Large-B 0 . amplitude waves yield classic Fermi acceleration (Fermi and can (LaRosa et al. energize enough 1949) 1994, 1996) electrons above 20 keV to account for impulsive solar Ñare energy release fragments (ERFs) et al. (Kiplinger 1983 ; et al. Machado 1993) . Small-amplitude waves yield what is commonly called transit-time acceleration which is (Fisk 1976 ; Stix 1992) , basically resonant Fermi acceleration (see Miller and°2.1). coworkers have shown with a self-consistent wave-(MLM) particle treatment that low-amplitude, fast mode waves can rapidly accelerate electrons from the thermal distribution to MeV energies. With an injection of B10 ergs cm~3 of turbulence at any scale less than B108 cm (dB/B 0 D 0.03) and over any time interval less than B1 s, the rate at which electrons are accelerated beyond 20 keV is consistent with that inferred for ERFs. Transit-time acceleration thus appears to be a very efficient and robust electron energization mechanism under Ñare conditions.
Miller and coworkers used quasi-linear theory (MLM) (QLT) to treat electron acceleration and assumed that the electron distribution remained isotropic in order to simplify the momentum di †usion equation. Unfortunately, isotropy also maximizes the transit-time acceleration rate. In the present paper we consider how transit-time acceleration fares under solar Ñare conditions without isotropizing scat-
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tering and also examine the validity of QLT for this process with test-particle simulations. We give in a more detailed°2 description of transit-time acceleration, a derivation of the orbit equations used in the simulations, and the quasi-linear theory for the process. In we present the results of the°3 simulations and the quasi-linear analysis. A discussion of the results and a summary appear in°°and respectively. 4 5,
THEORY
In this section, we Ðrst present the basic physics of transit-time acceleration and point out the similarities and di †erences it has with Fermi acceleration. We next derive slow timescale equations of motion for an electron in the presence of a spectrum of fast mode waves ; these orbit equations yield trajectories that are in excellent agreement with those determined by directly integrating the exact Lorentz force law, but they are integrated with orders of magnitude fewer computations. This section concludes with a discussion on the construction of discrete wave spectra and a derivation of the QLT di †usion coefficients.
Basic Physical Mechanism
The mechanism by which oblique fast mode waves accelerate particles is straightforward but subtle. One such wave has a parallel magnetic Ðeld component, which results in a series of compressive and rarefactive magnetic perturbations moving along with the parallel wave speed B 0 u/k A , where u is the wave frequency, and is the component of k A the wavevector k along
In the frame travelling along B 0 . B 0 with speed (wave frame), these perturbations are stau/k A tionary, and the parallel particle velocity, will be a †ected v A @ , by the usual mirror force, Here, is [M+ A B. M \ mv M 2/2B the magnetic moment, m is the particle mass, is the partiv M cle velocity component normal to (the same in both the B 0 wave and plasma frames), and B is the total (ambient plus wave-parallel) magnetic Ðeld.
For large-amplitude waves, essentially all electrons will be reÑected by a compression in the wave frame. In the plasma frame, an electron then makes either a head-on or overtaking collision with a moving magnetic mirror, which leads to either a gain or loss of energy, respectively. Since the frequency of head-on collisions is greater than that for trailing collisions as a result of the larger relative velocity (see, e.g., & Lifshitz between particle and Landau 1962) wave, there will be a net gain of energy. This is just secondorder Fermi acceleration As a result of the (Fermi 1949) . large disparity between the mirror speed, and the u/k A , proton thermal speed for Ñare conditions, a negligible number of protons will be Fermi accelerated for realistic wave amplitudes et al. Hence, large-(LaRosa 1996) . amplitude, fast mode waves will preferentially Fermi accelerate electrons.
As the wave amplitude decreases, a particleÏs pitch angle in the wave frame must approach 90¡ in order to ensure that reÑection occurs before the particle has left the compression. Equivalently, must approach zero, which in v A @ the plasma frame implies that the parallel component of velocity, is Thus, for small amplitude waves, v A , Bu/k A . an appreciable interaction between a wave and a particle arises only when the particle is moving at nearly the wave parallel phase speed. The interaction is now resonant, and is just the usual l \ 0 (or Landau) resonance u [ k A v A B 0 condition. However, given that resonance does occur, the subsequent physics is close to that of Fermi acceleration : particles with slightly greater than su †er a trailing v A u/k A collision with a wave compression and slow down ; particles with slightly less than are struck by a compression v A u/k A and speed up.
However, there are two key di †erences between this resonant process and (nonresonant) Fermi acceleration. The Ðrst is that a spectrum of waves is now necessary for large energy gains. Using the fast mode wave dispersion relation, the resonance condition can be written as where v A \ v A /g, is the Alfve n speed, and g is the cosine of the wave v A propagation angle. Resonance from Alfve nic to relativistic energies thus requires waves with propagation angles ranging from B0¡ to B90¡ for and from slightly v A [ 0 more than 90¡ to B180¡ for v A \ 0. The second is the crucial role played by resonance overlap. Suppose there is a single (i.e., monochromatic) wave with a given parallel phase speed, and a particle u/k A , with slightly greater than this. The particle will then v A su †er a trailing collision with some compression (call it No. 1) in the wave train and be slowed down. The compression one parallel wavelength behind No. 1 will then strike a slightly slower particle and speed it up. The particle will then su †er a trailing collision with No. 1 again and slow down. The process continues, with the particle oscillating in parallel speed about Clearly, the same thing occurs if u/k A . is slightly less than initially. Viewed in the wave v A u/k A frame, the particle bounces between two neighboring compressions about the minimum of a rarefaction. Since the mirror force drives this motion, oscillation will occur even if is exactly unless the particle is initially at the v A u/k A , rarefaction minimum (where the mirror force is zero). Krauss-Varban, & Terasawa 1992) . As deviates from the particle will make further v A u/k A , excursions from the rarefaction minimum and will eventually reach the compressive maximum. When this occurs, the particle will not be trapped in a single region and will instead travel along the entire wave train. Note that while (and thus will be periodic as a result of (incomplete) v A @ v A ) adiabatic focusing and mirroring, it will not vary about a mean of
The maximum di †erence between and
and zero) such that trapping or resou/k A v A @ nance can still occur is called the trapping width, One *v A . would therefore expect that another condition for resonance is
In the Appendix, we derive
and and show that *v A u b this condition and the one on the frequency mismatch are identical.
A single wave will therefore yield only bounded periodic motion. The situation is quite di †erent in a spectrum, however. If the periodic motion associated with one wave brings of the particle to within a trapping width of a v A neighboring wave, the particle can resonate with that wave. This is referred to as resonance overlap. If the average v A resulting from the second wave (equal to is greater u/k A ) than that for the Ðrst, the particle will have a net gain of parallel energy. The process can continue with a third wave whose is greater than that of the second. If there are u/k A many waves present, the particle can then "" jump ÏÏ from one resonance to the next and Ðguratively climb the parallel energy ladder. It can also descend the ladder, but over time the particle will stochastically gain energy. In a continuous wave spectrum, resonance overlap automatically occurs ; a discrete wave spectrum may or may not have overlap, depending on the frequency spacing of the waves and their amplitude.
This process could be called resonant Fermi acceleration, but the usual term for it is transit-time acceleration. The name arises because the resonance condition can be rewritten as where T is the wave period, and j A /v A B T , j A \ 2n/kg is the parallel wavelength. In other words, a wave and a particle will interact strongly when the particle transit time across the wave compression is approximately equal to the period.
Like Fermi acceleration, this resonant process preferentially accelerates electrons under Ñare conditions. The threshold speed for resonance is which is B0.04c for v A , Ñares. A probable initial plasma temperature is 3 ] 106 K Meyer, & von Rosenvinge so that the elec-(Reames, 1994), tron and proton thermal speeds are 0.03c and 0.007c, respectively. Since the threshold speed is B6 times the proton thermal speed, only a small number of protons can resonate with the waves. On the other hand, the threshold speed is comparable to the electron thermal speed, and so a large fraction of these particles will be energized. Also, while both processes increase only the parallel energy of the particle, the perpendicular energy plays a large role in this energization : from the mirror force and NewtonÏs second law, v5 A is proportional to where the dot denotes di †erentiation v M 2 , with respect to time t (also see the Appendix). Hence, while not necessary for energization, any process (viz., pitch-angle scattering) that increases will clearly greatly increase the v M acceleration efficiency. We clarify here our meaning of pitch-angle scattering. In transit-time acceleration, and v A hence the pitch angle will vary stochastically, but the pitch angle will likely decrease in a given time interval. By pitchangle scattering, we refer to an ancillary process (such as Coulomb collisions or gyroresonant interactions) in which the pitch angle is more or less randomized between two limits (usually 0¡ and 180¡) in a given time interval, with no strong systematic component.
If the distribution of parallel particle velocities always has a negative (positive) slope for the number of v A [ 0 (v A \ 0), particles slightly slower than is greater than the u/k A number slightly faster than More particles will gain u/k A . energy than lose it, and the wave will be damped. Transittime damping has been referred to as the magnetic analog of Landau damping (of a wave parallel electric Ðeld). While the two processes have obvious similarities, a signiÐcant di †er-ence is that the efficiency of the magnetic interaction can be increased by pitch-angle scattering. This a †ords transit-time damping the possibility of energizing particles far more rapidly than Landau damping and of leading to acceleration instead of heating.
Slow T imescale Orbit Equations
Consider an ionized hydrogen plasma permeated by a static magnetic Ðeld, and containing a discrete B 0 \ B 0 zü , spectrum of N monochromatic MHD fast mode waves. For simplicity, we assume that each wave is propagating in the x-z plane. The wave electric Ðeld is linearly polarized and lies along the y-axis, while the magnetic Ðeld has both a z (parallel or compressive) and an x component. In a gauge where the scalar potential is zero, the vector potential of wave i is given by
where the phase, equals
and are the wavevec- 
where the dimensionless electric Ðeld, is equal to v i , is the Bessel function derivative, and is a eE i
The action-angle pair is (J, h) with r 0i ). and
In the limit of vanishingly We have basically decomposed the Hamiltonian into resonant contributions. The harmonic number of interest for transit-time acceleration is l \ 0, in which case h is cyclic, and the canonical variable, is constant. J0 \ 0, P M , Also, since the fast angle, h, describes gyromotion, the Hamiltonian for l \ 0 is also on an intrinsically slow timescale. (For other harmonic numbers, the Hamiltonian would need another canonical transformation to a rotating coordinate system along with an averaging over h in order to become a slow timescale Hamiltonian.) Using the Hamilton equations for z), and approximating by we then have
It is consistent with to take to be the perpen- 
(2.4b)
The dimensionless or normalized variables (denoted by a tilde) are as follows :
where is the
H hydrogen cyclotron frequency. We normalize time with respect to the hydrogen cyclotron period, since T H \ ) H 1, this is much closer to the acceleration timescale than the electron cyclotron period and also yields normalized wave frequencies and wavenumbers close to unity.
We have numerically integrated equations and (2.4a) and compared the results to those obtained by inte-(2.4b) grating the exact Lorentz equations of motion. We Ðnd that equations and yield accurate orbits when the (2.4a) (2.4b) time step is smaller than about 0.01 times the bounce period of the particle. In other words, the time step needs to be small enough to resolve the slow timescale motion of the particle, which in this case is the periodic motion between two compressions. For the cases considered in the next section, the time step is typically about equal to The T H . Lorentz equations, on the other hand, which resolve the gyromotion, require time steps of at least 0.1 times the electron cyclotron period, )~1. Hence, for a given Ðnal time, the Lorentz equations require about 18,000 times more time steps than the slow timescale equations. Furthermore, in the Lorentz case, there are six coupled equations (three for the momentum components and three for the position components), as opposed to only two for the slow timescale case, so that each time step requires much more computation as well. We have explored various numerical integration techniques for equations and and have (2.4a) (2.4b) found that second-order Runge-Kutta is best. For instance, both second-and fourth-order R-K yield correct results for time steps and inaccuracies occur in both cases for [T H , about the same, larger time step. However, second-order R-K involves fewer computations and is faster. First-order R-K is generally a disaster.
Wave Spectrum and Di †usion Coefficients
In many physical situations, like Ñares, the details of the wave spectrum are not known.
La Beaujardie`re & De Zweibel and & de La Beaujardie`re (1989) Zweibel (1990) consider discrete spectra composed of waves that are normal modes of a cylindrical Ñare Ñux tube. Since testparticle simulations involve the solution of orbit equations (Lorentz or slow timescale) for a discrete spectrum of waves, such spectra can be used directly. We assume a more generic geometry and consider wave spectra that are continuous (but possibly bounded) in both wavenumber and propagation angle. Our Ðrst issue in doing a test-particle simulation then becomes constructing a discrete spectral density that mimics the continuous one, at least as far as particle motion is concerned. In light of the discussion in a fundamental requirement of such a discrete spectral°2.1, density is that resonance overlap occurs between neighboring waves. If this condition is not satisÐed for two neighboring waves, a particle will be unable to jump between them and unable to resonate at any higher energy. In the extreme case in which overlap does not occur between waves that are resonant with low-energy particles, there will be essentially no acceleration at all. A discrete spectrum with a resonance "" gap ÏÏ will not mimic any continuous spectrum, where resonance overlap automatically occurs. Hence, if a spectrum is to be constructed in a certain k and g range, a given wave must have resonance overlap with the waves nearest to it in k and g. This is true for any resonance and not just l \ 0. Of course, if the physical wave spectrum is discrete to begin with, then gaps may occur, and acceleration in that case is fundamentally limited.
Evaluation of the overlap criterion requires the trapping width for a particle and wave. Using & Karimabadi Menyuk we Ðnd that the momentum trapping half-(1991), width, for a particle and monochromatic fast mode *p Ai /2, wave, i, is given by 
For and p > mc, these expressions reduce to those u/k A > c found in the Appendix. They also agree well with those obtained from a numerical solution of the orbit equations (eqs. De (1989) derived the bounce frequency and trapping half-width when the waves are normal modes of a cylindrical tube of plasma.
The momentum di †usion coefficient in the parallel direction, can be obtained from by Ðrst D AA , equation (2.4a) calculating the correlation function and then performing a time integration, and it is given by equation (A8) in MLM (approximating the as above). This expression for J 0 @ the di †usion coefficient contains the delta function, and is not appropriate for a discrete wave
, spectrum. In this case, the resonance must be broadened, which amounts to saying that the frequency mismatch need not be exactly zero in order for an interaction to occur. In light of the above discussion on trapping widths, this is to be expected. According to the & Menyuk Karimabadi resonance-broadening theory, for a discrete (1991) D AA wave spectrum is given by replacing the delta function with a broadening function, so that
where and the broadening function,
Depending on the spacing of the waves, more than one wave can contribute to the sum for a given v A . If the wave spectrum is continuous, the spectrum can be described by a spectral density, such that W3 B (k 8 , g), (B 0 2/8n) is the total magnetic energy density,
) of the waves. The di †usion coefficient in this case can be U B , found from that for a discrete spectrum without resonance broadening (eq. [A8] of by replacing the summation MLM) over the number of waves with an integration over k and g and then evaluating the integral over g using the delta function. The spectral density in Ñares in unknown, and we assume it to be a separable function for simplicity. In this case, 
In can be less than and still equation (2.7), v A v A produce a nonzero as long as the particle is within a D AA , trapping width of a wave.
RESULTS
In this section we compare test-particle simulations with quasi-linear predictions. Since the di †usion coefficient and hence the acceleration rate depend only on SkT and not the detailed spectral energy distribution in k-space, we place all the waves at the same wavenumber, This also simpliÐes k 0 . the evaluation of the resonance overlap condition, since now only g of the waves will change. We take the Alfve n speed to be 0.036c, and G (which implies a density B 0 \ 500 of 1010 cm~3). The Alfve n speed is the threshold speed for transit-time acceleration.
We constructed a test-particle code in which the orbits of an arbitrary number of electrons could be determined using equations and given the properties of the N fast (2.4a) (2.4b), mode waves. The code is parallelized, supplies much diagnostic data at user-speciÐed intervals, and was run here on a dedicated Sun SPARC20MP 2-processor workstation. Even so, the simulations can easily be quite long. In the interest of conÐning them to reasonable periods of time, we were forced to treat only a relatively small number of particles. (For example, following 100 particles out to 0.1 s with 500 waves requires a week of CPU time on the above machine.) We thus cannot directly compare particle distributions and instead compare moments
We use speciÐcally the Ðrst-and second-1991). order central moments, or the mean and standard deviation, respectively.
Cases 1È3 deal with transit-time acceleration without pitch-angle scattering, while case 4 illustrates its e †ect on the acceleration rate. In all cases the waves are conÐned to positive g. As discussed in La Beaujardie`re & Zweibel de particle trajectories are stochastic when resonances (1989), overlap, and in general the equations of motion yield di †er-ent results for di †erent integration time steps. We use a time step small enough so that a smaller time step yields the same results out to the maximum time of the simulation. 
The result of this procedure is a discrete spectrum in which resonance overlap is not only guaranteed but in which an electron will typically resonate with several waves at once. Here, the spectrum consists of 502 waves with g ranging from B0 to B1 and with a total magnetic energy density of U 3 B \ 0.63. gives the details of the spectrum. We bin the Figure 1 waves in g and present in the resulting spectral Figure 1a density, The spectral density is not uniform : there is a W B (g). concentration of wave energy and thus waves at large propagation angles.
shows the number of waves that Figure 1b are resonant with an electron of parallel momentum, As p A . a result of the wave-selection process, this number is about constant over an order of magnitude but does fall o † at higher as a result of a decreasing bounce frequency. The p A di †usion coefficient for this discrete spectrum is found from and is given in Note that equation (2.7) Figure 1c . D AA decreases with increasing over most of the range. As p A p A increases, so does the parallel wavelength, of the resoj A , nant waves. Since the scale of the magnetic compression increases, so does the mirroring time, so that the electron can make fewer collisions in a given interval of time. This results in a decrease of the rate of change of and thus p A The larger amount of wave energy that is available to D AA . electrons is not sufficient to o †set this e †ect. large-p A We inject 100 electrons into this discrete wave spectrum, with random initial parallel momenta, in the interval p8 A , 0.037È0.047. Equations and are then solved for (2.4a) (2.4b) each electron, using a time step of The mean, and 1T H . Sp A T, standard deviation, p, of the resulting distribution of parallel momenta are shown as a function of time, t, in Figure 2 (solid lines). Acceleration is rapid, with the average parallel energy reaching B140 keV in B0.4 s.
The continuous wave spectrum modeled by this discrete one is given by the spectral density in
The corre- Figure 1a . sponding di †usion coefficient is found from equation (2.8) (where we have Ðt in order to prevent jumps in the W B
[g] value) and is shown in
The close agreement Figure 1c . between the two coefficients for most is the best proof of p A the equivalency of the discrete and continuous wave . coefficients for the discrete wave spectrum (solid line) and for a continuous wave spectrum having the spectral density in (a) (dotted line). spectra, at least as far as their e †ect on particles is concerned. The electron distribution function, in QLT f (p A ), evolves according to the di †usion equation
With the continuous-spectrum we transform to D AA , dimensionless variables and numerically solve this equation with fully implicit Ðnite di †erencing. The initial distribution is uniform between and 0.047 and normalized to p8 A \ 0.037 unity. We then determine and p2 \ Sp A T \ / 0 = dp A p A f as a function of time. The results are / 0 = dp
. We obtain the same results Figure 2 if the discrete spectrum is used instead of the contin- The answer is yes, and there is Figure 1a ? theoretically an inÐnite number of them. They can be obtained by simultaneously varying m and (with the other B3 i parameters held constant), such that the total wave energy density, remains the same. While this is a matter of trial U B , and error, we can typically Ðnd a di †erent discrete wave spectrum in only two or three tries. For example, with B3 i \ 0.038 and m \ 0.10, we obtain a discrete spectrum of 863 waves. The spectral density, number of resonant waves, and di †usion coefficient for this discrete spectrum are shown in Figures and are almost identical, as are the Figure 3 . 1a 3a discrete-spectrum di †usion coefficients in Figures and 1c 3c. Hence, both discrete spectra yield the same spectral density and the same di †usion coefficient, while di †ering substantially in the number of waves that are resonant with a given electron.
Since the are the same, both discrete spectra will D AA yield the same test-particle results, and in practice one would ideally chose the case that yielded the smaller simulation time. For example, the later case has more waves (which increases this time), but each has a smaller amplitude and a larger bounce period (so that greater time steps could be used). However, as a result of the bounce period being proportional to the number of waves increases by 73% B i 1@2, while the time step (number of time steps) could only be increased (decreased) by about 14%. The Ðrst case is thus more desirable than the second. The factors that prevent decreasing the number of waves to very small values are which becomes more irregular and jagged (see Figs. D AA , 1 c and and the number of resonant waves, which must be 3c), at least a few to ensure a good resonance overlap. As long as these conditions are satisÐed, no one discrete spectrum is more "" correct ÏÏ than another. FIG. 3 .ÈSpectral density, number of resonant waves, and di †usion coefficient for case 1 parameters, except that m \ 0.10 and The B3 i \ 0.038. di †usion coefficient resulting from the continuous spectrum in (a) is not shown in (c), as it is the same as that in Fig. 1c Figure 4 . the particles reaching a mean parallel energy of B85 keV in about 0.4 s. We also show the same quantities as determined from a numerical solution of using the equation (3.1), di †usion coefficient for the discrete wave spectrum. The agreement between the test-particle and QLT results is excellent. 
Case 3
The two previous cases had an anisotropic spectral density. To produce an isotropic one, the are chosen so as g i to be uniformly spaced (for a constant Since the bounce B i ). frequency is relatively large for waves at high g, low-p A electrons will be able to resonate with many waves at once. However, since the bounce frequency decreases for decreasing g, electrons will experience a sharp decline in high-p A the number of resonant waves. For sufficiently high this p A , number will become zero (mostly as a result of the c~1 dependence in the bounce frequency). This tendency was o †set somewhat in the previous two cases by choosing waves according to the trapping width. It can be slightly o †set in an isotropic case by choosing more waves. However, unless the number of waves is in the tens of thousands (a prohibitively large value), the value of at which p A resonance overlap ceases will not extend much beyond mc (for small Moreover, the number of resonant waves will p M ). now be so large at low (see below) that time steps p A >T H will need to be used for accuracy. Both issues place a serious practical limit on the maximum energies that can be obtained in a simulation.
In this case, we construct a spectrum consisting of 502 waves uniformly spaced in g from to The v8 A /0.99 v8 A /0.037. denominators are the maximum and minimum parallel velocities an electron can achieve, respectively. The amplitude is and To aid in resonance overlap at B3 i \ 0.05, k 8 0 \ 5. high we took The spectral density, number of p A , p8 M \ 0.05. resonant waves, and di †usion coefficient are shown in
The number of resonant waves at Figure 5 .
p8 A B 0.05 reaches almost 300, but it declines rapidly as increases p8 A and eventually reaches zero at B0.7. This will be the upper limit on for any simulation that employs this discrete p8 A spectrum. (Increasing the number of waves by a factor of 3, while lowering increases the upper limit on to about B3 i , p8 A 1 ; any limit higher than 1 requires at least an order of magnitude more waves.) In the agreement Figure 5c , between the for the discrete spectrum and that for a D AA continuous spectrum having the spectral density in Figure  is excellent all the way up to the maximum value of 5a p A . As before, we injected 100 electrons with initial p8 A between 0.037 and 0.047 and followed their evolution. We needed to take time steps of because of the large 0.5T H number of resonant waves at low and so we evolved the p A , particles only to in order to maintain the length of a 106T H simulation. These results are shown in along with Figure 6 , those obtained by solving the di †usion equation with the discrete-spectrum di †usion coefficient in The Figure 5c . agreement between the orbit calculations and QLT is excellent, and the electrons achieve an average energy of B60 keV in B0.2 s.
Case 4
The strength of the interaction between a particle and resonant wave is proportional to the particle magnetic moment, M Consequently, pitch-angle scat-(eq. [2.4a]). tering, by transferring energy from the parallel to perpendicular direction, can dramatically increase the efficiency of transit-time acceleration (but note that energy gain is still FIG. 6 .ÈSame as but for case 3 Fig. 2 , only in the parallel direction). To illustrate, we performed a test-particle simulation using the discrete wave spectrum of case 2 and included isotropizing pitch-angle scattering.
We Figure 7c p M . expected, there is excellent agreement between the discrete and continuous spectrum di †usion coefficients for p8 M \ 0.032, since this is the value used to construct the discrete spectrum in the Ðrst place. However, serious discrepancies arise at higher For the continuous spectrum, is p M . D AA always conÐned to positive and the threshold parallel p A , momentum for resonance increases with increasing The p M . Ðrst of these is due to the absence of trapping widths in the calculation of the di †usion coefficient, while the second results from which implies that the threshold,
Clearly, at these higher values of the B(1 ] p8 M 2)1@2v8 A . p8 M , discrete spectrum does not model the continuous spectrum in Figure 1a .
We thus conclude that the discrete wave spectrum used to model a given continuous one depends on the value of In retrospect, this is not surprising, since is an inte- gral part of the construction of the discrete spectrum. Here, the continuous spectrum in is modeled by the Figure 1a case 2 discrete wave spectrum only for At other p8 M \ 0.032. values of a di †erent discrete spectrum must be conp M , structed and used. For example, at high where the trapp M , ping widths are relatively large, the number of waves in the discrete spectrum will only be B5 (and not B500).
A test-particle simulation intended to investigate transittime acceleration for a given continuous spectrum and in the presence of pitch-angle scattering will then require the construction and use of many di †erent discrete wave spectra. The discrete spectrum that will be used for a given particle in a given small time interval will depend on the value of This is a prohibitive task, and we will employ p M . just the one discrete wave spectrum from case 2. We will FIG. 8 .ÈThe average kinetic energy of 100 electrons as a function of time when pitch-angle scattering is included. (a) For the discrete wave spectrum used in case 2, where Curves, from top to bottom, at U 3 B \ 0.63. 25, 50, 100, and 6.25. (b) For a similar discrete wave t8 \ 2500 : q8 \ 12.5, spectrum but with Curves, from top to bottom, at are U3 B \ 0.306. t8 \ 2500 25, 50, 100, and 6.25. (c) For a similar discrete wave spectrum but q8 \ 12.5, with Curves, from top to bottom, at 50, 100, k 8 0 \ 2.5. t8 \ 2500 : q8 \ 25, 12.5, and 6.25. The curve is barely visible above the t-axis, and q8 \ 6.25 at SE3 T \ 0.022 t8 \ 2500.
then not be able to compare test-particle results with QLT, but we will be able to explore the dependence of the acceleration rate on the level of scattering.
We introduced pitch-angle scattering in the simulation by randomizing the pitch-angle cosine, k, of each of the particles after a time, q, has elapsed. Since particles can have negative and still sometimes resonate, one could scatter p A over the interval [1 ¹ k ¹ ]1 ; however, they would often be scattered into negative k-space such that resonance with any wave is not possible (and computation is wasted on them). We tried adding 502 more waves, each with k A \ 0 such that the entire 1004 wave spectrum was symmetric about to ensure that resonance would almost k A \ 0, always occur. The acceleration rate in this case was so huge (in qualitative agreement with QLT) that we could not determine whether we had employed small enough time steps (i.e., very di †erent results were found when the time step was decreased, and this appeared to continue without limit). The validity of equations and is also in (2.4a) (2.4b) serious doubt. We instead opted for a rather artiÐcial scenario, randomizing k over the interval 0 to ]1 (regardless of the initial value of k) and staying with the 502 wave, case 2 spectrum. As in previous cases, 100 electrons were injected with initial between 0.037 and 0.047 and with initial p8 A Owing to the typically large number of resonant p8 M \ 0.032. waves, a small time step was needed, and was found 0.025T H to be sufficient.
shows the average dimensionless kinetic Figure 8a energy, of the electrons for Ðve di †erent scat-E3 \ E/mc2, tering times, q. As decreases from 100 to 6.25, the q8 \ q/T H acceleration rate increases, reaches a maximum when q8 \ 12.5, and then declines sharply. At the mean t8 \ 2500, energy, is greater than 1 in all Ðve instances, as SE3 T, opposed to B5 ] 10~3 in the absence of scattering. Hence, energization is greatly enhanced with scattering.
We constructed a second discrete wave spectrum using the same parameters as in case 2 but with This B3 i \ 0.031. spectrum consisted of 637 waves and yielded a of the W B (g) same shape as that in case 2 (see but with a total Fig. 1a) energy density, about one-half as large and equal to U 3 B , 0.31. The for is about 1/2 times curve 1 in D AA p8 M \ 0.032 The at higher values of have similar Figure 7a . D AA p8 M shapes to those in but are not just one-half as Figure 7a large (remember that the spectrum was constructed with
The average particle energy resulting from this p8 M \ 0.032). spectrum and the same values of q is given in As Figure 8b . in the acceleration rate is a maximum when Figure 8a , q8 \ 12.5. These two cases thus show the existence of an optimal scattering rate, at which energy gain is a maximum. Quasilinear theory would predict that the energization rate be proportional to the wave energy density, but this is not U B , observed in these two cases as a result of our use of only one wave spectrum.
To illustrate the e †ect of on the optimal scattering rate, k 8 0 we built a third wave spectrum using the same parameters as in case 2 but with as opposed to 5. This speck 8 0 \ 2.5 trum has 502 waves and yields a that is the same as W B (g) that in case 2 (see We show the average energy for Fig. 1a) . the same Ðve values of q in In this instance, the Figure 8c . acceleration rate is a maximum when q8 \ 25.
DISCUSSION
Cases 1È3 in demonstrate that there is excellent agree-°3 ment between the predictions of QLT and the results of test-particle simulations in the absence of pitch-angle scattering. Quasi-linear theory is expected to break down eventually for strong turbulence, but these cases also illustrate that it is valid for less than at least Since the U B BU 0 . parallel di †usion coefficient, determines the momen-D AA , tum di †usion coefficient, D(p), when pitch-angle scattering keeps the distribution isotropic (see we can con-MLM), clude that D(p) is valid as well (but see below).
The test-particle simulations in case 4 illustrate an important point concerning transit-time acceleration in the presence of pitch-angle scattering : there is an optimal scattering timescale, at which the acceleration rate is a maximum. From the discussion in a particle gains or losses energy°1, when it collides with a stationary perturbation (in the wave frame) and is reÑected through conservation of the Ðrst adiabatic invariant. Pitch-angle scattering that occurs on a timescale shorter than the time it takes to reÑect will redistribute a particleÏs pitch angle while it is interacting with a wave, break the Ðrst adiabatic invariant for the process, often cause the particle to pass through the perturbation instead of reÑecting (since the particle begins interacting with the wave when its pitch angle is B90¡ and will very likely be scattered into smaller angles), and will inhibit energy gain over long timescales. The reÑection lengthscale should be about the length of a compression, which is onehalf the parallel wavelength, The reÑection timescale, j A . q r , is then which is equal to using the resonance
Pitch-angle scattering that occurs on timescales greater than would transfer parallel energy into the perpendicuq r lar direction (on average) after several collisions, leading to acceleration that is more rapid than if there were no scattering and the magnetic moment remained constant. Pitchangle scattering on a reÑection timescale would cause this transfer to occur just after one collision and just before the next one, and it would maximize the magnetic moment (on average) for every collision. The last case would clearly maximize the energy gain rate. Hence, as the scattering rate increases from zero, the acceleration rate should increase, peak when and then decrease, independent of the q B q r , value of or This is consistent with case 4. In particu-B i U B . lar, when (Figs. and the acceleration rate is a k 8 0 \ 5 8a 8b), maximum for which is close to when q8 \ 12.5, q8 r \ 17 ; the acceleration rate is a maximum when k 8 0 \ 2.5 (Fig. 8c) , which is about Interestingly, the existence q8 \ 25, q8 r \ 33. of an optimal scattering rate is contained in the work of & Ferrari The Ðrst term in their equation Kulsrud (1971) . (7) gives the transit-time acceleration efficiency (see Melrose p. 73, since they referred to the unknown process as 1980, "" collisional magnetic pumping in inhomogeneous Ðelds ÏÏ), and it is maximized when the ancillary scattering rate is From above, our optimal rate is which is in Bkv A /3. kv A /n, excellent agreement with their analytical result.
The isotropic momentum di †usion coefficient,
. therefore be valid for a description of isotropic particle distributions (kept so by pitch-angle scattering), the question that now arises is the timescale over which the particle distribution is isotropized. There are two relevant timescales : the reÑection timescale, which depends on k and is therefore not unique for a spectrum of waves in k-space, and the momentum change timescale, (e.g., q p \ p2/D pp Fisk 1976), which is usually much larger and depends on the amplitude and the mean wavenumber of the turbulence. The scattering timescale at which D(p) is correct should be between these two limits. Because of the difficulty of performing a testparticle simulation with isotropizing scattering, this issue is best settled by comparing the results from the isotropic momentum di †usion equation in p-space with those from the full di †usion equation in p-and k-space. This will be considered in the future, but we assume for the purposes below that scattering must occur on the shortest timescale (viz., q r ). Our test-particle results are at odds with those of Zweibel & de La Beaujardie`re
In the absence of pitch-angle (1990). scattering, they found that the mean particle energy was only several times the thermal energy at B10 s, even for With scattering, the energy gains were also very U B [ U 0 . small. In either case, energization was not nearly rapid enough to account for Ñare electron acceleration. These low energies could be caused by using waves with small values of k (the details of the wave spectrum are not given), but they are more likely because of resonance gaps in their discrete spectra (see Hence, it appears that transit-°2.3). time acceleration is fundamentally and severely limited in this case, but it is not so when continuous spectra are assumed for the Ñare acceleration region.
While pitch-angle scattering can greatly enhance the energization rate, we now consider whether it is indeed necessary in order for acceleration to occur under solar Ñare conditions. In order for electrons to be accelerated, two conditions must be met : (1) the systematic rate of energy gain, resulting from transit-time interactions must SdE/dtT t , be positive, and (2) if is positive, it must be greater SdE/dtT t than the absolute value of the energy loss rate, SdE/dtT c , resulting from electron-electron Coulomb collisions.
Being a stochastic process, the change in particle energy over small times resulting from transit-time interactions has both systematic and di †usive components. This is also evident from the fact that can be written as a equation (3.1) Fokker-Planck equation in kinetic energy, E, space,
where is a constant, is the energy di †usion
A the systematic rate of energy gain. The quantity N is either the energy distribution, such that is the total / 0 = dEN number density of particles, or the single-particle probability density, such that dEN is the probability of the particle being in the interval dE about E. These equations are relativistically correct.
In a sufficiently small time interval, *t, a delta function located at will spread into approximately a Gaussian E 0 shape, with a mean of and a variance of E 0 ] SdE/dtT t *t 2D *t. Interpreting N as a probability density, a positive means that the particle will probably gain energy SdE/dtT t in that time interval, which is the usual meaning of acceleration. For many of the transit-time is positive D AA , SdE/dtT t from to a few times and negative at larger is negative. Physically, this results SdE/dtT t from di †usion, which ensures that there will be some particles that have gained energy in a time interval. In addition, since the total rate of energy gain of a distribution of particles, is need not be dU p /dt, / 0 = dENSdE/dtT t , SdE/dtT t positive everywhere for there to be a net Ñow of energy from the waves to the particles. The same solutions reveal that is indeed always positive. dU p /dt While particles can move to higher energies if SdE/dtT t \ 0, the rate at which they do so is much less than if
In those cases where is negative SdE/dtT t [ 0. SdE/dtT t above a few times the Alfve n speed, particles will not be pushed strongly to higher energies. In this case, wave energy will be deposited in those electrons at energies where is positive, di †used to higher energies, and also SdE/dtT t redistributed by collisions. Particle heating (or something close to it) will be the result. In those cases where is SdE/dtT t positive everywhere, there will be acceleration if SdE/dtT t dominates the Coulomb energy loss rate. If it does not, particle heating will be the result again.
For a power-law spectral density, we
for nonrelativistic energies and
. For a spectral density that peaks parallel and antiparallel to (a \ 0), the particles encounter a decreasing level of B 0 turbulence as they gain energy, and is positive only
, SdE/dtT t is negative. Therefore, acceleration is conÐned to only a narrow range of supra-Alfve nic energies, and these spectral densities will produce electron heating. An isotropic spectral density (a \ 0) has positive for SdE/dtT t v A ¹ v A \ and negative otherwise. Again, acceleration is con21@2v A Ðned to only a narrow range. For spectral densities peaked normal to the magnetic Ðeld, the electrons encounter a higher level of waves as they gain energy. If 0 \ a \ ]2, is similar to that for a \ 0. In both instances, the SdE/dtT t electrons will su †er heating instead of acceleration over a large energy range.
If the spectral density is more strongly peaked (a º 2) normal to the magnetic Ðeld, the transit-time energy gain rate is always positive and must next be compared with that for Coulomb collisions. We show in for SdE/dtT t Figure 9 a \ 0, 2, 3, and 4, along with resulting from SdE/dtT c electron-electron Coulomb collisions We (Huba 1994). assumed a Ñare plasma in which the electron density, temperature, and magnetic Ðeld are 1010 cm~3, 3 ] 106 K, and 500 G, respectively. The turbulence was assumed to have and We also used a equal to the thermal Sk 8 T \ 1 U 3 B \ 1. p8 M value of 0.032 in calculating (The curves SdE/dtT t . SdE/dtT t do not extend below as this is the minimum E3 \ p8 M 2/2, energy an electron can have.) Below the thermal energy of 5 ] 10~4mc2, is positive, while above the thermal SdE/dtT c energy it is negative, and the electrons systematically lose energy.
For a \ 2, electrons can be accelerated up to about 10 keV, at which point Coulomb losses dominate transit-time energy gain. For a \ 3, acceleration can proceed up to arbitrarily high energies. For a \ 4, the threshold for acceleration is more than 10 e-folding energies out in the tail of the thermal distribution, so that a negligible number of electrons will be accelerated (albeit to arbitrarily high energies) in this case. However, for smaller wave energy densities on the order of and mean wavenumbers well inside the 10~3U 0 MHD regime (such as in any positive portion of MLM), will fall below the Coulomb energy loss rate. The SdE/dtT t result in this case will be heating, with Coulomb collisions distributing energy as rapidly as transit-time acceleration gives it to the electrons.
Hence, weak MHD fast mode turbulence will always produce electron heating under solar Ñare conditions in the absence of pitch-angle scattering. 
Johns
this process cannot account for acceleration 1993), and nonthermal power-law electron distributions up to D100 keV. One immediate source of scattering is Coulomb collisions. For the plasma described in the Figure 9 , Coulomb pitch-angle scattering timescale,
is B6 ] 10~3 q c , s at the threshold energy. In order for to be approxq c imately equal to the optimal pitch-angle scattering timescale, for the waves needs to be B3 ] 10~3. At 80 keV, k 8 s, and must now be B2 ] 10~6. These values of k q c B 8 k 8 are quite low. Even if the electrons are isotropic from the Coulomb scattering and all the wave energy is concentrated at the optimal wavenumber, the energization rates SdE3 /dt8 T at the threshold energy and 80 keV (calculated from MLM) are and respectively. For weak B10~10U 3 B B4 ] 10~9U 3 B , turbulence, these rates lie below the Coulomb energy loss rate (see In reality, there will likely be a spectrum of Fig. 9 ). waves. While the waves at higher k will energize the electrons faster in the parallel direction, Coulomb collisions will not scatter the electrons at the optimum rate for these waves. It thus appears that Coulomb collisions will not be the source of pitch-angle scattering that leads to acceleration but will likely increase the efficiency of heating (perhaps signiÐcantly). This will be investigated further in a future work & Miller (Lenters 1998) . Other sources of pitch-angle scattering are highfrequency plasma waves such as whistlers and lower hybrid waves, which can gyroresonate with the electrons. Contrary to early works (e.g., pp. 74È76 ; Melrose 1980, Achterberg that put the threshold for resonance with whistlers at 1981) D100 keV, whistlers can gyroresonate with electrons above D1 keV & Steinacker which is close to the (Miller 1992 ), threshold energy of keV for transit-time accelmv2 A /2 B 0.3 eration. Whistlers can thus provide pitch-angle scattering soon after the electrons start gaining energy from the fast mode waves. They are highly efficient at scattering as well. For instance, the whistler pitch-angle scattering timescale, for a B2 keV electron is in the plasma q8 w , D6 ] 10~5U 3 w discussed above, where is the normalized whistler U 3 w energy density, and we assumed that the whistlers had a [5/3 power-law spectral density (from & Miller Steinacker Hence, is about the optimal scattering timescale 1992).
q w for fast mode waves with if This is an k 8 D 1 U w D 10~6U 0 . extremely low level of whistlers (D10~3 of the thermal particle energy density) and is much less than that needed for the whistlers to do the acceleration as well & (Steinacker Miller While there is still the chicken-and-egg 1992). problem mentioned in these levels are so low that it is°1, not unreasonable to assume they will exist (possibly as a result of nonlinear wave-wave processes at lower k).
It has been suggested by p. 75) that anisoMelrose (1980, tropies that develop in the electron distribution during collisions with the magnetic perturbations will generate whistlers. In this case, an external source is not needed, and the scattering waves are created self-consistently. The argument, however, is semiquantitative and addresses only those electrons with energies much above the transit-time threshold. Further work is need to establish this process. Another possibility is that waves are generated as a result of the anisotropic distribution that arises from the fast mode waves. SpeciÐcally, the fast mode waves will create an electron distribution with an excess of parallel energy (at least until it relaxes via Coulomb collisions), and this may at some point excite an instability that causes it to relax. In this instance, an external source of scattering waves is also not needed.
SUMMARY
We considered the interaction of electrons with a spectrum of fast mode waves using both test-particle simulations and QLT. Our speciÐc results are as follows :
1. As far as moments of the electron distribution are concerned, QLT provides an excellent description of transittime acceleration, even when the total energy density of the fast mode wave turbulence is about equal to the ambient magnetic Ðeld energy density.
2. When constructing a discrete wave spectrum that is to mimic a continuous one, the individual monochromatic waves must be placed (in angle and/or wavenumber) so that neighboring waves have overlapping resonances and the spectral density that results from binning the discrete waves matches the continuous one.
3. Pitch-angle scattering greatly increases the energization rate from transit-time acceleration. The energy gain rate from waves at a certain wavenumber, k, is a maximum when the pitch-angle scattering timescale is about equal to the time required for a particle to reÑect from a wave compression, which is High-k waves Bn/kv A . thus require more rapid pitch-angle scattering for their acceleration rate to be maximal. Equivalently, electrons with a given scattering rate in the presence of a spectrum of waves in k-space will be accelerated by only a small fraction of the waves (at most) at their maximum rate.
4. Weak, fast mode wave turbulence in the absence of pitch-angle scattering will lead to electron heating under solar Ñare conditions. Pitch-angle scattering from Coulomb collisions is not sufficiently rapid to lead to electron acceleration but may signiÐcantly increase the heating rate. Whistler turbulence with an energy density of B0.1% of the thermal energy density or of B10~4% of the ambient magnetic Ðeld energy density would be, for example, an agent that would scatter the electrons rapidly enough for acceleration to occur.
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APPENDIX TRAPPING WIDTH AND BOUNCE FREQUENCY Suppose the ambient magnetic Ðeld is
Consider an oblique fast mode wave with propagation angle cosine g, magnetic B 0 zü . Ðeld amplitude dB, and wavenumber k. The magnetic Ðeld amplitude and wavenumber along are then zü dB A \ (1 [ g2)1@2dB and respectively. We assume a nonrelativistic particle and a wave-parallel phase speed wave frame k A \ gk, u/k A > c ; quantities are denoted by a prime as in the text. Taking a rarefaction minimum to be at z@ \ 0, the parallel wave magnetic Ðeld, is then Particle motion is governed by the magnetic mirror force, so that
If the particle is trapped between two compressions and makes small excursions from the rarefaction minimum and dB > B 0 , becomes where
Motion in the rarefaction minimum is therefore approximately simple harmonic with frequency u b . The largest a particle can have and still remain trapped between two compressions is called the trapping width, v@ A \ dz@/dt and is obtained by letting at the rarefaction minimum and at the next compression maximum. For small 
which yields
The trapping width in the wave frame is that same as in the plasma frame, *v A . The condition for trapping or resonance in the wave frame is then which in the plasma frame becomes v A @ \ *v A @ , With equations and the resonance condition in the plasma frame can also be written in terms of 
